Abstract-Differential gene expression testing is an analysis commonly applied to RNA-Seq data. These statistical tests identify genes that are significantly different across phenotypes. We extend this testing paradigm to multivariate gene interactions from a classification perspective with the goal to detect novel gene interactions for the phenotypes of interest. This is achieved through our novel computational framework comprised of a hierarchical statistical model of the RNA-Seq processing pipeline and the corresponding optimal Bayesian classifier. Through Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling and Monte Carlo integration, we compute quantities where no analytical formulation exists. The performance is then illustrated on an expression dataset from a dietary intervention study where we identify gene pairs that have low classification error yet were not identified as differentially expressed. Additionally, we have released the software package to perform OBC classification on RNA-Seq data under an open source license and is available at http://bit.ly/obc_package.
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INTRODUCTION
R NA-SEQ is a high-throughput technique for measuring the gene expression profile of a target tissue or even single cells. Due to its increased accuracy and flexibility over microarray technologies, it is widely applied in biological fields to uncover the transcriptional mechanisms at play in a given physiology or phenotype.
Typically, this analysis involves mapping the RNA-Seq reads to a reference genome, quantifying transcript expression, and then performing testing for differential gene expression to determine which genes are expressed at significantly different levels in the phenotypes being compared. Tools such as Cufflinks [1] , edgeR [2] , and DESeq2 [3] provide these univariate statistical tests using well characterized univariate statistical models of gene expression.
However, one is often interested in phenotypes which can only be discriminated by the state of several genes simultaneously. These multivariate relationships cannot be detected using univariate testing procedures only. Instead, it is necessary to consider the joint expression patterns between multiple genes simultaneously and the ability to use this joint expression to discriminate the phenotypes of interest. Many biological phenomena induce strong correlations among genes or exhibit phenotypes which alter this correlation including canalizing genes, genetic mutations in cancer, and nonlinear saturation effects of gene expression [4] .
To approach this problem, we utilize the theory of statistical classification for two primary reasons. First, translational medicine aims to apply scientific knowledge to improve medical practice, and classification's prediction of phenotypes from gene expression data is well aligned with this goal. This is seen in the emphasis on expected classification error, as opposed to the focus on statistical significance for most multivariate statistical testing and gene set enrichment analysis approaches. Secondly, the model-based approach used in optimal Bayesian classification allows for the use of prior biological knowledge to improve results in the setting of small number of samples typically available in biological studies.
Here, we employ the optimal Bayesian classifier (OBC) and optimal Bayesian error estimator to quantify the relationship between the joint gene expression information and phenotypes of interest. We begin in Section 2.1 by reviewing optimal Bayesian classification. Section 2.2 introduces our hierarchical multivariate Poisson (MP) model used to model RNA-Seq data, and Section 2.3 explains our approach to computation using Monte Carlo techniques including Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Then Section 3 describes the dietary intervention study dataset and discusses the overall study design. Section 4.2 discusses the results of the computational study, and Section 4.3 considers the biological implications of the top performing gene sets.
Using S n , we design a classifier c based on data from the unknown joint feature-label distribution pðX X; Y Þ. By parameterizing this unknown joint distribution in a model-based Bayesian framework one can derive an optimal Bayesian classifier that minimizes the expected error over the space of all classifiers under assumed forms of the class-conditional densities [5] , [6] . While extending this framework to the multiple class classification problem is straightforward, this paper utilizes the two-class problem formulation to aid biological interpretation.
We parameterize the feature-label distribution using the marginal class probability c ¼ pðy ¼ 0Þ and the class-conditional densities pðxjy; u u y Þ, where a particular value u u y 2 Q y specifies a single class-conditional density and for a twoclass problem u u ¼ ðc; u u 0 ; u u 1 Þ 2 Q ¼ ½0; 1 Â Q 0 Â Q 1 . In the Bayesian classification framework, the components of u u are treated as random variables, so that we may consider quantities such as the expectation of c, or the conditional expectation of some other quantity conditioned on the value of the parameter vector u u.
The Optimal Bayesian Error Estimate
The true error of a classifier c can be written as " ¼ pðcðXÞ 6 ¼ Y Þ. Given the sample data S n , one can utilize a Bayesian framework and compute the posterior distribution pð"jS n Þ. Additionally, one can consider the conditional expectation of the posterior E½"jS n , which is taken with respect to the model posterior distribution pðu ujS n Þ. Keeping in mind that, in the Bayesian framework, the true error is a function of both u u and S n , this conditional expectation provides an optimal estimate of the true error of the designed classifier relative to mean-square error (MSE) with respect to the joint distribution of u u and S n [7] , [8] . This minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimate is known as the optimal Bayesian error estimate (BEE) and is defined bŷ
Optimality follows directly from classical MSE theory. Moreover, according to that theory the BEE is an unbiased estimate of the true error relative to the sampling distribution.
Because the BEE is an optimal estimate of classification error and is not produced from a statistical testing framework, multiple testing correction is not applicable in this paper.
With the BEE defined, the optimal Bayesian classifier for binary classification is given by [5] c OBC ðx xÞ ¼ 0 ifĉpðx xjy ¼ 0; S n Þ ! ð1 ÀĉÞpðx xjy ¼ 1; S n Þ; 1 otherwise;
whereĉ ¼ E½cjS n is the expected posterior marginal class probability. The OBC is the classifier minimizing the expected error through pointwise minimization.
Uncertainty Quantification for the Optimal Bayesian Error Estimate
In addition to the BEE estimate, one is often interested in the uncertainty associated with the estimate. This quantification of uncertainty captures the inaccuracy of our modeling assumptions, the noise in the data, and the amount of data that we possess. It is given by the posterior variance of the error ":
This conditional variance is equal to the conditional MSE of the BEE (BEEMSE) as an estimator of the true error given the sample [9] :
Section 2.3 considers the efficient computation of this quantity.
The Multivariate Hierarchical Poisson Model
RNA-Seq is a high-throughput measurement technique which applies short read "shotgun" DNA sequencing to detect the set of mRNAs present in a cell population. The measurement of RNA expression is often used as an indication of cellular activity and therefore can be related to observed phenotypes, cellular processes, and conditions. Due to the short-read nature of most RNA-Seq datasets, the short reads are typically aligned to a reference genome which results in an integer number of read counts falling within each genomic region. Counts can then be used directly or input into additional statistical procedures to estimate mRNA abundance at the transcript level rather than the gene level [10] . In this paper we use gene-level read counts, although exon-level counts or intron abundances could also be used with little or no modifications to the underlying model. In order to apply optimal Bayesian classification to RNASeq data, we must have a model that describes the the observed count numbers and the correlation structure between genes. At the same time, the model must have a small enough number of parameters to enable efficient computation, avoid overfitting, and be learned from the (typically small) number of samples available.
Most models in the statistical RNA-Seq literature utilize either Negative Binomial or Poisson distributions to relate the observed number of reads from each sample to an unobserved group mean. Due to only having one parameter, the mean and variance of the Poisson distribution are always equal, and it has been observed that RNA-Seq data is typically more variable than the Poisson model allows. This observed over-dispersion is used as reason to use the two parameter Negative Binomial model; however, this additional dispersion must be estimated from the small number of available samples. This situation has resulted in a large variety of approaches to estimating dispersion from small sample sizes.
We sidestep this issue by assuming a hierarchical lognormal Poisson model [11] which removes the variance restriction of a naive Poisson model while also enabling us to model correlations between genes in a straightforward manner. Following [4] , we model the cellular mRNA concentrations using a log-normal distribution. The sequencing instrument is then assumed to sample the RNA concentrations through a Poisson process resulting in X i;j reads for sample i and gene j. This hierarchical model can be summarized as pðX y;i;j j y;i;j ; yÞ $ Poissonðd y;i expð y;i;j ÞÞ; where y;i;j is the location parameter of the log-normal distribution for sample i from class y and gene j, and d y;i is a variable accounting for the sequencing depth as determined by the sequencing process. For each i, we model the location parameter vector y;i with a multivariate Gaussian distribution, y;i $ Normalðm y m y ; S y Þ. We then consider the mean m y m y and covariance S y of the gene concentrations as independent quantities for each class y. For priors we chose,
Justification for this choice and the values of hyperparameters n; h; k, and S are explained in [4] . Even though the observed counts are conditionally modeled as a Poisson draw from the scaled mRNA concentrations, the marginal distribution (hence, variance) of the observed counts is not Poisson. This is due to the hierarchical nature of the model: Because there are no inherent restrictions on the variance of , the marginal variance of the number of sequencing reads X X is controllable through the covariance matrix S.
Computation
Using this model, the goal is to obtain the OBC, BEE, and BEEMSE given a labeled RNA-Seq dataset. The posterior distribution pðu ujS n Þ of u u is sufficient for this; however, the hierarchical multivariate Poisson model is not conjugate. Thus, no known analytical closed form solution exists and we must instead sample from the posterior using MCMC utilizing the prior distribution and likelihood function [4] ,
where n y is the number of training samples from class y, x x y;i are feature values of the training samples from class y, y are the values from class y, and pðx x y;i ju u y Þ ¼ pðx x y;i j y;i Þ owing to conditional independence. The prior can also be decomposed using the assumed independence between the classes and conditional independence between training samples given the model parameters as [4] pðu uÞ ¼ Using this form of the prior distribution and likelihood, we obtain samples of u u from the posterior distribution using Adaptive Metropolis-within-Gibbs Markov Chain Monte Carlo. As in [4] , we approximate the effective class conditional density:
pðx xju u ðiÞ ; yÞ;
where u u ðiÞ are the T u u samples drawn using MCMC. The OBC can then be calculated point-wise. The BEE of the OBC can also be determined using the effective class conditional density:
However, this integral is difficult to compute numerically due to the time taken to evaluate the integrand (1) and the discrete, yet large, nature of the integration space, which poses problems for traditional quadrature routines.
Instead, we reconsidered the integrand to obtain
min y pðx x ðiÞ jy; S n ÞpðyjS n Þ P y pðx x ðiÞ jy; S n ÞpðyjS n Þ " # ;
where the x x ðiÞ are the T x x samples drawn from the effective conditional densities from both classes. This integration is straightforward to compute as drawing from the effective conditional density is equivalent to the efficient process of drawing samples from the posterior samples of u u.
Computing the BEEMSE requires the first moment (") and the second moment,
By using a Monte Carlo approximation for the above integrals and simplifying for binary classification,
where y ¼ arg min y pðyjx x; S n Þ. This process is shown in Fig. 1 . We now define the quantity D to be the reduction of classification error by adding an additional feature to the classification problem. Consider a classification problem using three genes with expected classification error" 3 . Now consider the same classification problem, but using two genes out of the three original genes. We denote the genesets with index i and the expected classification errors by" 2 ðiÞ. We then define,
This quantity provides the minimum improvement in classification performance by using all three genes as compared to two genes. Naive computations of D can easily be dominated by the error from Monte Carlo approximations.
A robust way of computing D is utilized in this paper using the process in Fig. 2 utilizing a common random variable Monte Carlo variance reduction strategy [12] .
Normalization
Normalization of RNA-Seq datasets is important for reproducible differential expression testing and many methods have been proposed and tested [13] . We computed the upper quartile normalization factor as a surrogate for sequencing depth and used that quantity for each sample's d parameter. We call this normalization approach a "model" based normalization.
To perform draws from the posterior predictive distribution pðxjy; S n Þ, the mean of the normalization factor of training samples from class y is used as the value for the average sequencing depth factor d.
We also compared the classification errors using this method of normalization against the raw data and a normalized count approach where the upper quartile normalized counts were scaled up by the average normalization factor and rounded back to integers. We denote the two approaches as the "raw" and "count" techniques respectively.
MCMC Convergence Diagnostics
It is a well understood limitation of MCMC that it is not possible to determine if the Markov Chain has reached convergence in a finite number of iterations [14] . We employ a convergence diagnostic to check against simple forms of non-convergence. Here we use the GelmanRubin statistic [15] and calculate the potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) for each element of our MP model. We run five parallel MCMC chains, each with 10,000 iterations, 2,000 burn-in samples and a 1/50 sub-sampling ratio. We assume convergence for each element of the MP model when j1 À PSRFj < 0:05 [16] .
DIETARY INTERVENTION STUDY
A preclinical dietary study was carried out to determine the interplay between poly-unsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) and the short chain fatty acid, butyrate, which is generated by fiber fermentation in the intestine. Rats were treated with dietary fish oil plus the fermentable fiber, pectin or with a control (non chemoprotective) diet containing corn oil plus cellulose. Six rats per treatment group were then injected with the colon-specific carcinogen azoxymethane (AOM) to investigate protective dietary effects during cancer progression. Comparisons of particular interest include the fish oil/pectin and corn oil/cellulose AOM groups (fpa-cca), fish oil/pectin and corn oil/pectin AOM groups (fpa-cpa), and the corn oil/ pectin and corn oil/cellulose (cpa-cca) AOM groups.
An average of 38 M 50 bp single-end Illumina reads were obtained per treatment group with averages of 33 M, 42 M, and 41 M from the fpa, cca, and cpa groups, respectively. Spliced alignment was performed against the rat genome Fig. 1 . BEEMSE calculations utilize MCMC sampling from the posterior of u u. Then, for each sample of u u, "ju u is approximated using a draw of x x from pðxjy; u uÞ. Then, the conditional BEE error is computed for each of these in order to form a Monte Carlo approximation to "ju u. Then these approximations are again used in a Monte Carlo integration step to approximate" and E½" 2 .
Fig. 2. Computation of D is sensitive to Monte
Carlo approximation error so naive calculations of each error quantity are inadequate. Instead, we used the above scheme where the main insight is that the BEE computation for each gene subset must be made using the same MCMC samples of u u but projected down to the appropriate dimension. This results in the D quantities shown in Fig. 8 .
(rn5) using the STAR aligner [17] , and the resultant alignments were further processed with HTSeq-count [18] to perform reference annotation-based transcript assembly using standard parameters. Differential expression analyses were performed with edgeR [2] and DESeq [3] . Classification was performed as shown in Fig. 3 . Using prior biological knowledge, 858 genes were selected for investigation with this dataset from a list of putative colonic expression biomarkers [19] . To further aid biological interpretation, we filtered out genes with an FPKM value and average read count of less than one in both groups of the comparison. Moreover, we only considered genes where the absolute value of the log fold change between the groups was greater than 0.3.
This filtering reduced the list of genes to be evaluated from the previously selected 858 to 185, 58, and 159 in the fpa-cpa, cpa-cca, and fpa-cca comparisons, respectively. Computing all two and three gene subsets of these three comparisons resulted in 1.7 M BEE calculations to be performed over 200 cores over a period of several days.
Subsequently, the top 1,000 gene sets from each comparison and dimensionality (two and three) were additionally used to perform BEEMSE and D computations.
The computations described in Section 2.3 consider the parameter c as a random variable. Consequently, we can also place a prior over c with all mass on a single value. This effectively treats c as a constant, known parameter. In this paper, because of the specific experimental design and the purpose of the OBC classification, i.e., to examine sets of genes that can discriminate well between the experimentally generated phenotypes, we assume c ¼ 0:5. This choice reflects the experimental design that makes no a priori preference towards the classes being compared. Thus, we considered the error contribution from each class as equally important.
RESULTS
Differential Expression Analysis
To establish a point of comparison Fig. 4 shows the distribution of un-adjusted P-values for the entire 12,000 genes in the fpa-cca comparison and of the 858 genes used in classification. The distribution of P-values for the 858 genes shows that most genes were not differentially expressed and the distribution of P-values was similar to that of the entire dataset. Table 1 shows the top 10 genes from the 858 gene list as reported by adjusted P-value from DESeq. Using a traditional 0.05 threshold, only six genes would be considered statistically differentially expressed.
Overall Error Distributions
The overall distributions of classification errors from a random sampling of the 300 M possible gene sets from the 858 prior-knowledge-selected genes are given in Fig. 5 split across the number of genes used and the phenotype comparison.
Classification errors in the cpa-cca comparison are significantly higher than the other two groups. This matches previous qPCR data (not published) that also indicated greater transcriptional differences in animals fed dietary fat as Fig. 3 . Classification of 858 genes from prior knowledge was performed with an expression filtration step, then BEE calculations were performed on all 1.7 M gene sets across the three comparisons and two dimensionalities (sets of two and three genes). Then, the lowest 1,000 classification error sets were selected from each comparison and run in additional BEEMSE and D calculations. opposed to fiber. It can also be noted that the three-gene sets show slightly lower classification errors on average than the two-gene sets. Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the BEE and the BEEMSE across this dataset. The figure shows that the BEE and BEEMSE are tightly correlated at low BEE values, and this correlation diminishes at higher values of the BEE.
More gene sets in the lower left of Fig. 6 indicates that the fpa-cca and fpa-cpa comparisons are well separated by a larger combination of genes than the cpa-cca comparison. The fewer number of gene sets in the lower left for the cpa-cca comparison indicates that the transcriptional differences between the phenotypes are small, we are considering the wrong set of genes, or the data for these phenotypes might contain a higher level of noise.
As more genes are used for classification, the points shift to the left and down as the dataset becomes more separable (if any such separation exists).
The top four gene pairs from each classification grouping are shown in Table 2 . Genes such as Fabp1 are present both in this list for classification and in Table 1 as a differentially expressed gene for the fpa-cca comparison. Most other genes, however, have non-significant adjusted P-values, such as Arg2 (P¼0.11, adjusted P¼1.0) and Adamts1 (P¼0.82, adjusted P¼1.0), yet together can have classification errors of less than 1 percent. This is illustrated along with the OBC decision boundary in Fig. 7 .
For classifications using gene sets of size three, we compute D to show the amount of classification improvement by adding an additional gene. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of D for the three comparison groups. Because the cpa-cca comparison has the highest classification errors it shows the largest improvements ( > 0:02) by adding an additional feature to the classification problem.
One concern with using approximation algorithms is whether the computation is sufficiently repeatable. To address this, we ran the top 200 gene subsets from each comparison twice and computed the correlation of BEE estimates from the two runs. A Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.999 across the six comparisons indicated that the computation is repeatable. Fig. 9 shows the comparison between no normalization, count-based normalization, and model-based normalization. The normalized counts show an increase in classification error, potentially due to the 2 percent rounding error induced from the final integer conversion. 
Biological Findings
The interactions of dietary fiber-derived compounds in the colonic lumen can have a substantial impact on the metabolism and kinetics of the colon epithelial cell population and suppress inflammation and neoplasia [20] , [21] . It has been proposed by us and others that n-3 PUFA found in fish oil and butyrate (a fiber fermentation product) interact in the colon to profoundly suppress colon cancer [22] , [23] .
We found that in the chemoprotective treatment containing fish oil and fermentable fiber (FPA-CCA), two genes, Fabp1 and Eno3, were prominently detected together with a wide variety of other genes in the gene sets of length three. The calculated 23 fold over-expression of Fabp1 correlates with previous findings classifying Fabp1 as a tumor suppressor in colon cancer [24] , [25] . Since Fabp1 is a gene involved in the uptake and metabolic processing of PUFA, In addition, the D value for the three gene comparisons gives the reduction of classification error when adding the third gene to the best performing gene subset of size two. Errors, MSEs, and Ds below 0.01 are not displayed here due to the larger relative effects of Monte Carlo error at these value ranges. the higher levels of fish oil derived n-3 PUFA are the most likely cause for its increased expression and chemoprotective activity [26] . The 1.3 fold upregulation of Eno3 is likely due to the fermentable fiber in the diet. Fermentable fiber leads to the generation of the HDAC inhibitor butyrate, which has been previously associated with concurrent increases in enolase 3 (Eno3) levels and differentiation, a hallmark of chemoprotection [27] , [28] . The expression levels of Fabp1 and Eno3 are shown along with the OBC classification boundary in Fig. 10 .
Other genes present with Fabp1 and Eno3 included Ccnd2 (BEE¼0.018), Arg2 (BEE¼0.004) and Cdk1 (BEE¼0.014). Ccnd2, a gene responsible for enhancing cancer cell proliferation, was downregulated by 1.4 fold in the FPA chemoprotective diet. Similarly, anti-oncogenic genes Arg2 and Cdk1 were also present in low-classification gene sets of size three and these were elevated by 3.34 fold and 1.28 fold, respectively, in the FPA diet. Both of these genes can be upregulated by HDAC inhibitors, a putative mechanism for the chemoprotective nature of these diets [29] , [30] .
Although these three genes were not considered differentially expressed through individual testing (P-values of 0.11, 0.36, and 0.51 for Arg2, Ccnd2, and Cdk1, respectively), they were indicated as highly predictive in delineating the phenotype when using the Bayesian error estimator. These data suggest that via multivariate interactions with other genes, the BEE highlights novel genes for the purposes of hypothesis generation or further biomarker development/validation. This supports the biological relevance of the BEE as a useful tool in RNA-seq analysis.
CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates an application of the OBC and BEE in identifying multivariate gene interactions in RNA-Seq data for the purpose of differentiating biological phenotypes.
Using 858 genes selected by prior knowledge in a preclinical RNA-Seq dataset, we identified genes that in combination yield low classification errors, whereas each gene individually had a large P-value for differential expression. Thus, the application of our previously developed Bayesian classification framework [4] enables investigators to generate new hypotheses regarding multivariate effects between these gene sets and the observed phenotypes.
In addition, new tools such as BEE-BEEMSE scatter plots offer additional diagnostic visualizations to assess the quality of RNA-Seq data, similarly to a volcano plots, as done in DE testing. Future work needs to be performed on synthetic data sets to better uncover the utility of such a graphical representation of the classification performance. Computing and reporting the classification improvements as represented by the D quantity is also of particular interest to biologists as large values could potentially indicate more complex interactions between genes than merely P-values or even BEE alone can. Fig. 9 . Overall classification error varied depending on whether normalization was used (None) and whether it was implemented as a pre-processing step applied to the data (Counts) or input into the model through the sequencing depth variable d (Model). 
